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We present a de larative debugger for lazy fun tional programs, based primarily on program transformation. The debugger is designed to assist the dete tion and lo ation of errors in programs whi h
produ e in orre t results for some or all of their inputs. We de ne the
transformation over a ore fun tional language, and pay lose attention
to the treatment of urried fun tion appli ations. We onsider the spa e
omplexity of the debugger, and sket h a method for improvement. We
use Haskell as the target of the transformation, and onsider extending
the transformation to support the entire language.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

The la k of debugging tools for lazy fun tional languages is onsidered detrimental to their popularity (Wadler [22℄). Referential transparen y, stati type
systems and impli it memory management tend to help programmers write orre t programs. However, these features do not always prevent programs from
behaving in ways that are not intended.
We divide the task of debugging into two parts: performan e and orre tness.
Performan e debugging on erns programs that produ e orre t results, but are
either too slow or onsume too mu h spa e. Determining the reasons for su h
bugs is traditionally the realm of pro ling, and not dis ussed further in this
paper. Corre tness debugging on erns programs that produ e in orre t results
for some, or all, of their inputs. De larative debugging has been onsidered a
good andidate for lo ating errors in lazy fun tional languages be ause it allows
the user to reason at a high level of abstra tion. More information and advo a y
for de larative debugging an be found in [8, 19, 14℄.
In this paper we present a means for debugging lazy fun tional programs
based primarily on program transformation. The idea of produ ing a debugger
in this way is not new, and has been studied elsewhere [7, 14, 19, 1℄. Our goal
is to solve two important outstanding issues in the eld: portable support for
higher-order programming and spa e eÆ ien y. This work has ulminated in a
prototype debugger for a subset of Haskell 98.1 The primary fo us of this paper
is the program transformation, whi h we over in great detail. After presenting
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Hereafter we refer to Haskell 98 simply as Haskell.

the transformation, we onsider the spa e omplexity of the debugger and sket h
a means for improvement. We onsider extending the debugger to full Haskell,
dis uss related work and nally on lude. Due to onstraints on the length of
the paper, we presume of the reader onsiderable familiarity with lazy fun tional
programming languages.
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De larative debugging

The idea of using de larative semanti s to guide a sear h for bugs in programs
is due to Shapiro [17℄, with a fo us on lo ating logi al errors in Prolog programs. Several de larative debugging te hniques for fun tional languages have
been based on the reation and traversal of a tree whi h gives a semanti s for the
exe ution of a given program. We all this entity an Evaluation Dependen e Tree
(EDT).2 The key feature of the EDT is that it re e ts the synta ti dependen ies
of the program de nition, rather than the dependen ies due to evaluation. Ea h
node in an EDT represents a fun tion appli ation that o urred during program
exe ution. Fun tion appli ations from the right hand side of the fun tion de nition form the hildren of the node. The debugger prints EDT nodes and the
user identi es erroneous sub- omputations. By traversing part of the tree, noting whi h EDT nodes are erroneous, a bug an be isolated in a relatively small
se tion of ode. Di erent approa hes to debugging lazy fun tional languages are
dis ussed in se tion 9.
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Ar hite ture of the debugger

The ar hite ture of the debugging system is illustrated in gure 1. The original program sour e is transformed into a new program by P , des ribed in detail
in se tion 6. The EDT produ ed by the transformed program is demanded by the
EDT traversal module whi h onstitutes a sear h for erroneous omputations.
Ea h node in the EDT des ribes a (possibly partial) fun tion appli ation. For
saturated appli ations, a node ontains (amongst other things) a representation
of the fun tion that was applied, the arguments to the fun tion and the result
of the appli ation. Empty nodes are reated for partial appli ations, and subsequently ignored by the debugger. The arguments and result are presented only
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Evaluation Dependen e Tree

is borrowed from Nilsson and Sparud [11℄.

to the extent that they were demanded in exe ution of the original program,
respe ting the semanti s of lazy evaluation.
A node is buggy if it orresponds to an erroneous appli ation, but none of
its hildren are buggy (or it has no hildren) [7℄. The EDT traversal is a sear h
for su h buggy nodes. The orre tness of a node is determined by an ora le,
whi h knows the intended semanti s of ea h fun tion in the program. Typi ally
the ora le will query a human user of the debugger, however, the ora le may be
automated in ways to redu e the burden on the user, for example by a hing
orre tness results for ertain nodes. If the top node in the EDT is erroneous, the
debugger will eventually nd a buggy node, su h a node is alled a topmost buggy
node. Ea h node in the EDT also stores a referen e to the de ning equation for
the fun tion at the node. When a topmost buggy node is dis overed the debugger
reports the o ending equation to the user of the debugger. Re nements of this
basi idea an asso iate the sour e of errors to sub-parts of an equation, for
example to a parti ular bran h of a ase statement.
We de ne a small fun tional language for the purposes of presenting the
transformation algorithm. The abstra t syntax of the language is given in gure 2,3 and is a subset of the ri her syntax of Haskell [12℄. We onsider extending
the transformation to full Haskell in se tion 8. Before transformation, we assume
that our obje t program has been type he ked using the typing algorithm of
Haskell [5℄. For onvenien e of presentation we make Haskell the target of the
transformation, and present supporting ode in Haskell also.
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Abstra t syntax of a small fun tional language

A meta representation of values

Nodes of the EDT store representations of the arguments and results of fun tion
appli ations. In order to store representations of values of many di erent types
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in the same tree it is ne essary to implement a meta-representation of all values
in the one type. That is the role of the type Meta below.

data Meta = MApp String [Meta ℄ j MInt Int j : : : j MFun String j MUneval
Constru tor appli ations are en oded by MApp using a string to represent the
onstru tor and a list of Meta values to en ode the arguments. It would be
possible to represent the built-in types Int , Integer , Char , Float and Double
as nullary onstru tors. However, for eÆ ien y reasons su h values are en oded
as themselves (lifted into the Meta type). Fun tional values are represented as
strings, based on identi ers from the program text. The text for lambda abstra tions is based on the syntax of Haskell. Partial appli ations are represented as
strings with a spa e in between the fun tion and ea h argument. Values that were
not evaluated to Weak Head Normal Form are represented by the onstru tor
MUneval .
Sharing within a data value is not preserved in the meta-representation. This
does not e e t the orre tness of the debugger, however, the meta-representation
may be mu h less spa e eÆ ient than its underlying value.4
The debugger must onvert arbitrary values from a omputation into values
of type Meta . We all su h a onversion rei ation. Currently this is implemented
by an impure primitive: reify :: a !Meta . Su h a fun tion is impure be ause its
result depends on the extent to whi h its argument has been omputed, whi h
may di er during the exe ution of a program. This impurity is safe be ause the
meta-representation of values are only demanded after the omputation of the
original program is nished (therefore the underlying value is in its nal state
of evaluation).
It has been proposed by Sparud [19℄ (and dis ussed at further length in Pope
and Naish [15℄) to use Haskell's type lasses to implement an overloaded form
of rei ation. The idea is to reate a lass whi h implements a reify method as
above. All types that are used in a program are automati ally made instan es
of this lass by indu tion over the de nition of the type. There are (at least)
two problems that limit this approa h. First, it is not always possible to stati ally disambiguate overloaded expressions in Haskell without the use of type
annotations. Su h unresolved overloading is dete ted by the pro ess of ontext
redu tion in the Haskell type system [13, 5℄. It may be possible to avoid ambiguity for the spe ial ase of rei ation by modifying the rules of ontext redu tion,
although this remains a topi of resear h. Se ond, types with arguments that
have higher-order kinds pose a diÆ ulty for deriving lass instan es, for example: data F t = C (t (F t )). The problem, and a possible solution are dis ussed
in detail in Hinze and Peyton-Jones [4℄, it is un lear whether future de nitions
of Haskell will allow lass derivation for su h higher-order kinded types.
For the reasons mentioned above we require reify to be implemented as a
language primitive. In our urrent prototype we make use of primitives pro4

In the worst ase the size of the meta-representation may be exponential in the
amount of memory used by the data represented.

vided by the Hugs5 interpreter for peeking at the internal representation of
values. The portability of our debugging system is dependent on the provision
of implementation-spe i versions of reify . The diÆ ulty of this is not known,
but ertainly exa erbated by implementations that dis ard the names of data
onstru tors after ompilation.

4

The EDT

The EDT is represented with the following type:

data EDT = Redex String [Meta ℄ Meta [EDT ℄ j Void j Lo al [EDT ℄
The evaluation of saturated appli ations are represented by the Redex onstru tor. Ea h su h node ontains (in order): the fun tion that was applied, representations of the arguments that the fun tion was applied to, a representation
of the result of the appli ation, and links to further EDT nodes for appli ations
that were evaluated as a result of this parti ular redu tion. Partial appli ations
are represented in the EDT by the onstru tor Void . Partial appli ations are not
redu ible and therefore ontain no useful information for the debugger, thus the
Void onstru tor is nullary. Why then do we bother to represent partial appli ations when they are just empty nodes? In a higher-order polymorphi language
it is impossible to always tell whether an appli ation is full or partial, however,
the orre tness of the program transformation relies on a onsistent treatment
of appli ations. The end result is that all appli ations must return a value and
an EDT node. The empty nodes resulting from partial appli ations are ignored
by the EDT traversal omponent of the debugger, and thus do not alter the
out ome of the debugging session. The idea of using empty nodes to represent
partial appli ations is due to Caballero and Rodrguez-Artalejo [1℄. The Lo al
onstru tor is added to simplify the treatment nested s opes introdu ed by ase
and let expressions.

5

En oding fun tions

We introdu e the type F to en ode fun tional arguments of appli ations.

data F a b = F (a ! (b ; EDT )) String
apply (F f ) = f
The F en oding performs two roles. First, it transforms the fun tion into a representation where all partial appli ations return a value and an EDT. When we
onsider the transformation of fun tion de nitions, we will see that saturated
appli ations also return a value and an EDT, whi h means that all fun tion
appli ations be they partial or full an be treated in the same way. The main
5
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bene t being preservation of type- orre tness in the transformed program. Se ond, it en odes all partial appli ations of a fun tion with a string. The string
serves as the printable representation of a partial appli ation and will be displayed whenever the value of su h a higher order argument is demanded by the
debugger. The fun tion an be sele ted from the F en oding using apply .
F en odings are reated using one of the partialk fun tions below, where
k orresponds to the number of arguments the appli ation requires until it is
saturated. The maximum arity of all fun tions in the program forms the upper
bound for k , typi ally this number is small.

partial1 :: (a !(b ; EDT ))!String !F a b
partial1 f s = F f s
partial2 :: (a !b !( ; EDT ))!String !F a (F b )
partial2 f s = F ( v : (partial1 (f v ) (mkString s v ); Void )) s
..
.

partialm :: (t1 ! : : : !tm !(tm +1 ; EDT ))!String !F t1 : : : (F tm tm +1 ) : : :
partialm f s = F ( v : (partialm 1 (f v ) (mkString s v ); Void )) s
String representations of partial appli ations are generated by mkString . A string
naming a fun tion (or partial appli ation of a fun tion) and a string representation of an arbitrary value as argument to that fun tion are on atenated
together, separated by a spa e. The argument values are onverted to string
by toString , whi h onverts its argument to type Meta using reify and then
onverts that into a string, thus toString = metaToString : reify (assuming a
suitable de nition of metaToString ).

mkString :: String !a !String
mkString x y = x ++ \ " ++ toString y
The string en oding of partial appli ations is used when we wish to reify a
higher-order argument. The de nition of reify in su h a ase is simple:

reify (F s ) = MFun s
It is instru tive to see the use of this en oding in an example. Consider
the fun tions max :: Int !Int !Int whi h omputes the maximum of two integers and map :: (a !b )![a ℄![b ℄. Under the debugging transformation des ribed
in se tion 6, the types of these fun tions be ome max :: Int !Int !(Int ; EDT )
and map :: (F a b )![a ℄!([b ℄; EDT ) respe tively. Noti e arefully how the type
of the higher-order argument to map is altered. Now onsider the expression:
map max . Sin e max is a partial appli ation whi h expe ts two arguments we
must en ode it with partial2 : map (partial2 max \max"). If we expand this expression using the de nition of partial2 we get:

map (F ( v : (partial1 (max v ) (mkString \max" v ); Void )) \max")
Expanding again using the de nition of partial1 gives:

map (F ( v : (F (max v ) (mkString \max" v ); Void )) \max")
The argument of map now has type F Int (F Int Int ), whi h is the en oded form
of Int !Int !Int . Consider what happens when the all to the transformed map
is evaluated. Let us presume that the higher-order argument of map is applied
to the value 5. To apply an en oded fun tion we use apply to sele t the fun tion
from its en oding, in this ase we will get:

apply (F ( v : (F (max v ) (mkString \max" v ); Void )) \max") 5
whi h simpli es to:
(F (max 5) \max 5"; Void )
Whi h has type (F Int Int ; EDT ). The rst omponent of this tuple will be
returned as an element in the list produ ed by the all to map.
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6.1

The debugging transformation
Naive form

We now de ne a program transformation that maps an obje t program into one
suitable for debugging. The transformation is mostly syntax dire ted, however
type information is needed for the treatment of fun tion de nitions and appliations. We use double square bra kets [ ℄ to indi ate parameters whi h range
over synta ti expressions and typewriter font to indi ate tokens whi h are to
be interpreted verbatim. Upper ase greek letters , ,  and range over sets
of de larations. For simpli ity, we allow ourselves to bind patterns to expressions,
for example (a ; b ) = x . Lower ase greek letters , , and  range over sets of
variables. Sets are denoted
S as elements within urly bra es f g, and are joined
using the union operator . The empty set is . Angular bra kets h i are used
to indi ate produ ts. A variable with a hat (as in var
^ ) names a fresh variable,
not de ned previously in its s ope. The fun tion text produ es a string literal
from its synta ti argument, setToList onverts a set of values into a literal list,
arity omputes the number of arguments for an expression based on its type,
and unwords on atenates a list of strings with a single spa e in between ea h. A
variable is onsidered lambda bound if it is introdu ed by a lambda abstra tion
or by the left-hand-side of a ase alternative. A variable is onsidered let bound
if it is introdu ed by a variable de laration, either at the top level or within a
let expression.
1. Programs

P [d ;
1

: : : ; dn ℄ =

D [d ℄;
1

:::;

D [d

n

℄

2. Type S hemes and Types

S [ 8v : t℄ = 8v : T [ t℄
T [ v℄ = (v; EDT)
T [ t ! t ℄ = (U [ t ℄ ) ! (T [ t ℄ )
T [ f t : : : t ℄ = (f (U [ t ℄ ) : : : (U [ t ℄ );
U [ v℄ = v
U [ t ! t ℄ = F (U [ t ℄ ) (U [ t ℄ )
U [ f t : : : t ℄ = f (U [ t ℄ ) : : : (U [ t ℄ )
1

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

EDT)

2

2

3. Data De larations

v1 : : : vz =: f i t1 : : : ty gwi=1 ℄
= f v1 : : : vz =: f i (U [ t1 ℄ ) : : : (U [ ty ℄ ) gwi=1

D [f

i

i

4. Type Annotations and Variable De larations

D [x
D [x

:: s ℄ = x :: S [ s ℄
=: e ℄ = x =: L [ e ℄ (text x )

5. EDT Constru tion

L [ a

1 : : :  an : e ℄ funrep
=  a1 : : :  an : let S



^ =:
f edt

Redex funrep
[reify a1 ; : : : ; reify an ℄
(reify e 0 )

(setToList ) g

in
^)
(e 0 ; edt

where :
n  0 and e is not a lambda expression
he 0 ; ; i = E [ e ℄  
6. Lambda Abstra tions

E [  x : e℄  

= hw^ ; 

S ; i

where :
^ =: text ( x : e )
= f lamrep
^ ) lamrep
^ g
w^ =: partialn (L [  x : e ℄ lamrep
n = arity ( x : e )

7. Expression Appli ations

E [e

1

e2 ℄   = h^v ; 
where :

S ;  S f^t gi

he 0 ; ; i = E [ e ℄  
he 0 ;  ; i = E [ e ℄ 
= f(^v ; ^t ) =: apply e 0 e 0 g
1

1

2

2

1

2

8. Variables

E [x℄  

8
< hx; ; Si; if x Sis lambda bound
^;  S ;  ft^gi; if (arity x)
: hhvw;
^  ; i; otherwise

=

= 0

where :
= f(^v ; ^t ) =: x g
 = fw^ =: partialn x (text x )g
n = arity x
9. Data Constru tors

E[



℄  =

h ; ; Si; if (arity ) = 0
hw;
^ 
; i; otherwise

where :
= fw^ =: partialn ( v1 : : : vn : ( v1 : : : vn ; Void)) (text )g
n = arity
10. Let Expressions

E [ let d

1

: : : dn in e ℄   = h^v ; 

where :

S ;  S f^t gi

he 0 ;  ; i = E [ e ℄  
= f (^v ; ^t ) =: let
f D [d ℄ : : : D [d ℄ g S 
1

n

in
(e 0 ; Lo al (setToList )) g

11. Case Expressions

E [ ase e of a

1

where :

: : : aw ℄   = h^v ;

S  ;  S f^t gi

he 0 ; ; i = E [ e ℄  
 = f (^v ; ^t) =: ase e 0 of A [ a1 ℄ : : :

A [a ℄ g
w

12. Case Alternatives

A[

x1 : : : xz

where :

7!

e℄   =

h

x1 : : : x z

7!

e 0 ; ; i

he 00 ;

; i = E [ e ℄  
e 0 = let in (e 00 ; Lo al (setToList ))

Programs are transformed by P (rule 1) and type s hemes are transformed
by S (rule 2), both are straightforward. Types are transformed by T and U (rule
2), the rst of whi h ensures that the result type is paired with an EDT, the
se ond of whi h ensures that higher-order argument types are F en oded. For
example:

T (a !b )!a !b
) (U a !b ) ! (T a !b )
) (F (U a ) (U b )) ! (U a ) ! (T
) F a b ! a ! (b ; EDT)
De larations are transformed by

b)

D. We ensure that higher order types are

F en oded in the de nition of data onstru tors (rule 3). Type annotations are

straightforward (rule 4).
Lambda abstra tions are the prin ipal way of introdu ing new fun tions in a
program. When a lambda abstra tion is (let) bound to a variable, we take that
variable to be the name of the fun tion. When a lambda abstra tion is unbound,
we take the text of the whole expression to be the name of the fun tion. In
both ases we need to reate an EDT for the fun tion. Constru tion of EDTs is
handled by L whi h takes an expression and a string as arguments (rule 5). If
the expression is a lambda abstra tion then it denotes a fun tion, in su h a ase
we presume that the expression is eta-expanded so that if its arity is n there will
be exa tly n unique variables introdu ed at the beginning of the abstra tion.
We require all arguments to fun tions to be named so that ea h may be rei ed
and represented in the EDT, eta-expansion is performed as a pre-pro ess phase
before transformation. In the ase of a non-fun tional expression the EDT node
will ontain an empty list of rei ed arguments. The string argument (funrep )
to L provides the name for the EDT node ( ompare the use of L in rule 4
and rule 6). Appli ations within the expression are let bound (denoted by )
and the EDT nodes generated by ea h appli ation are named (denoted by ).
The set of variables in  form the hildren of the EDT node. The transformed
expression is denoted by e0 and is paired with the EDT to form the new result
of the entire expression. For example (ellipses are lled in by the transformation
E (f g j )  ):

L ( j : f g j ) \foo"
)  j : let

(v1 ; t1 ) = : : : ; : : : (vn ; tn ) = : : : ;
edt = Redex \foo" [reify j ℄ (reify : : :) [t1; : : : ; tn ℄

in
(: : : ; edt )

Expressions are transformed by E (rules 6 - 11). It takes three arguments: an
expression, a set of bindings, and a set of variables. Both sets are initially empty.
It returns a transformed expression (this will be either a variable or a nullary
onstru tor), a new set of bindings whi h name the results of ea h fun tion
appli ation, and a new set of variables whi h name the EDT nodes produ ed
by ea h appli ation. All appli ations are let bound and all partial appli ations
are appropriately en oded. The purpose of unfolding the expression is to name
intermediate EDT nodes and results produ ed by ea h fun tion appli ation. The
intermediate nodes form the hildren of the EDT for the fun tion that ontains
the expression.

Lambda abstra tions, fun tional let bound variables, and non-nullary onstru tors require F en oding, and are ea h pre eded by a all to partialn , where
n is the arity of the entity (see rules 6, 8 and 9). Fun tional lambda bound
variables do not require F en oding, sin e at runtime they will be bound to a
value that is en oded. Non fun tional let bound variables need spe ial treatment
be ause their de nition will be modi ed to return a value plus an EDT. Nullary
onstru tors remain un hanged. Sin e all fun tional values are en oded, all fun tion appli ations must be pre eded by a all to apply , so that the fun tion may
be de oded before it is applied to an argument (rule 7). Transforming the expression lter x (reverse z ), where lter has arity 2 and reverse has arity 1 and
x and z are lambda bound, gives the following bindings:

w1 = partial1 reverse \reverse"
w2 = partial2 lter \ lter"
(v1 ; t1 ) = apply w1 z
(v2 ; t2 ) = apply w2 x
(v3 ; t3 ) = apply v2 v1
The treatment of let and ase expressions is relatively straightforward (rules 10
- 12). The Lo al EDT onstru tor olle ts many EDT nodes into one, simplifying the onstru tion of the parent EDT. Care is taken to preserve the lexi al
s opes introdu ed by let and ase expressions: the new de larations produ ed by
unfolding nested expressions are not be propagated upwards.
6.2

Improved form

There is mu h redundan y in the ode resulting from the naive transformation, due to the assumption that all appli ations are partial. In pra ti e only
some appli ations are partial, the rest being saturated, or over-saturated. The
e e t of the redundan y is a loss of eÆ ien y in the transformed program, due
to the unne essary onstru tion of Void EDT nodes and the en oding of fun tional values whi h are then immediately de oded. Consider the example expression lter x (reverse z ), as dis ussed previously. Both appli ations of lter and
reverse are saturated, so we an optimise the bindings that are produ ed by the
transformation to:
(v1 ; t1 ) = reverse z
(v2 ; t2 ) = lter x v1
To avoid this redundan y we modify the algorithm in the following ways. For an
appli ation of a let bound variable f with arity k :

f e1 : : : en

the following bindings are produ ed:
if k > n :

w^ =: partialk

n

(f e1 : : : en )
(unwords [text f ; toString e1 ; : : : ; toString en ℄)

if k = n :
(^v ; ^t) =: f e1 : : : en
if k < n :
(^v1 ; ^t1 ) =: f e1 : : : ek
(^v2 ; ^t2 ) =: apply ^v1 ek +1
..
.
(^vn k ; ^tn k ) =: apply ^v(n

k)

1

en

The rst ase orresponds to a true partial appli ation, in whi h we apply the
appropriate partialk fun tion based on the number of arguments that are missing. A representation of the partial appli ation is onstru ted from the name
of the fun tion and string representations of the arguments. The se ond ase
orresponds to a saturated appli ation, in whi h ase we perform the appli ation dire tly and bind the result to a pair naming the value and the EDT node
produ ed. The third ase orresponds to an over-saturation, where additional
arguments must be applied one at a time. For an appli ation of a non-nullary
onstru tor with arity k :

e1 : : : en
the following bindings are produ ed:
if k > n :

w^ =: partialk

if k = n :

n

( v1 : : :  vk n : ( e1 : : : en v1 : : : vk n ; Void))
(unwords [text ; toString e1 ; : : : ; toString en ℄)

e1 : : : e n

The rst ase is a true partial appli ation of the onstru tor, the se ond ase
is a full appli ation, whi h is un hanged by the transformation. It would be
possible to also apply the same kind of improvement to appli ations where the
fun tion is another type of expression, for example a lambda abstra tion, as
in ( x : x ) e . In pra ti e we believe su h appli ations are less ommon, and in
the interest of keeping the transformation as simple as possible we do not make
su h improvements. We illustrate example program transformations using the
improved method in the appendix.
Naming lambda abstra tions by their text representation (as in rule 6) seems
ad ho and less than satisfa tory. The goal of the debugger is to present values
in a manner whi h is most meaningful to the user. For lambda abstra tions it
is not entirely lear what the most meaningful representation is. The use of the
program text for the expression is simple to implement, however, the o urren e
of free variables in the expression may ompli ate the user's interpretation of

what is displayed. A possible solution is to represent free variables by the value
to whi h they are bound dynami ally, rather than by their name. However, this
may not be su h a good idea if the representation of the value is very large.
Our intuition is that it may be best to provide both the variable name, and also
the value to whi h it is bound, allowing the user of the debugger to toggle the
display as they see t. This is not yet implemented.

7

Spa e Usage

Perhaps the largest drawba k of the debugger that we have de ned thus far is its
prohibitive memory use. The problem is simple: the full onstru tion of the EDT
(even if done lazily) prohibits garbage olle tion. This means that any intermediate data values that ould be olle ted during the exe ution of the original
program are retained during the exe ution of the debugged program. Thus the
memory onsumed by the exe ution of the debugged program is proportional
to the length in time of exe ution. This limits the use of the debugger to toy
programs, and is parti ularly unsatisfa tory.
To solve the problem we must rst understand why it o urs. This is best
illustrated by an example. Consider the naive reverse fun tion, whi h reverses
its argument list in a rather ineÆ ient way (presuming a suitable de nition for
append ):

nreverse :: [a ℄![a ℄
nreverse =  xs : ase xs of

[℄ ! [℄
(h : t ) ! append (nreverse t ) [h ℄

An intermediate list is onstru ted by the re ursive all to nreverse whi h is
then onsumed by append and left as garbage, whi h an be olle ted. Consider
now the transformed version of this fun tion:

nreverse :: [a ℄!([a ℄; EDT )
nreverse =  xs : let
edt = Redex \nreverse" [reify xs ℄ (reify v1 ) [t1 ℄
(v1 ; t1 ) = ase xs of
[ ℄ ! ([ ℄; Lo al [ ℄)
(h : t ) ! let
(v3 ; t3 ) = append v2 [h ℄
(v2 ; t2 ) = nreverse t
in
(v1 ; edt )

in
(v3 ; Lo al [t2 ; t3 ℄)

The EDT node returned by a all to nreverse , ontains a referen e to the EDT
node returned by the re ursive all (t2 , via t1 ). Consider then a debugging session.
All fun tions in the program are transformed a ording to the rules set out

earlier. Presume we have a fun tion mainBug :: (Int ; EDT ), whi h de nes the
top level of the omputation that we wish to debug. The debugger begins by
for ing the rst omponent of the result, then it initiates a traversal of the
EDT, whi h is of ourse onstru ted lazily. For ing the rst omponent of the
result orresponds to an evaluation in the original program. Values whi h were
previously garbage an no longer be olle ted be ause the top node of the EDT
transitively refers to all intermediate values of the omputation.
We propose to solve this problem by building the EDT one (or a few) nodes
at a time, as a form of iterative deepening. In order to do this we need a means
for re onstru ting hildren nodes on demand. Re onsider the re ursive all in
the transformed de nition of nreverse :
(v2 ; t2 ) = nreverse t
The problem is that we make an expli it referen e (t2 ) to the EDT that is
produ ed from the all. That referen e prohibits the olle tion of all the intermediate lists produ ed by that all. To avoid the problem we need to separate
the omputation of values (as in v2 ) from the onstru tion of EDTs (as in t2 ).
To do this we bind the re ursive all to a fun tion:

exp ( ) = nreverse t
We ompute the original value of the re ursive all in this way:

v2 = fst (exp ( ))
Now the EDT node is not referen ed and garbage an be olle ted as usual.
But how to we re over the EDT node if we need it at a later stage? For this
we need a means of re omputation. We want to be able to re onstru t the tree
by alling the re ursive all again. In other words we want to be able to reompute `nreverse t ' only to the extent that it was evaluated originally. In a
lazy language, re omputation of sub-expressions is diÆ ult be ause the extent
that the expression is evaluated depends on its dynami ontext. Storing the entire dynami ontext of the expression would in general be very expensive. The
tri k is to make use of rei ation. If we ompute the Meta representation of the
omputed value (as in reify v2 ), we have suÆ ient information to re ompute the
expression at a later time, sin e the Meta representation tells us how mu h of
the nal result was needed. The details of re-evaluation are outside the s ope of
this paper, however, experiments with our prototype debugger augmented with
a re-evaluation s heme have been en ouraging.
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Future work

How diÆ ult is it to extend the debugger to support full Haskell? There are four
areas that need onsideration. Firstly, the debugger must be able to support the
full syntax of the language. This may be a hieved by extending the transformation rules to the additional synta ti onstru ts, or de-sugaring those onstru ts

into a simpler language (or some happy medium of both). To ensure that the
debugging session is meaningful to the user, it is important to retain ertain
properties of the original program su h as identi er names and ode stru ture.
Although it is tedious to de ne the transformation over a ri her syntax, we do
not believe there are any fundamental diÆ ulties in this respe t. Se ondly, the
debugger must support programs that perform I/O. There must be a lear delineation between the I/O performed by the debugger and the I/O performed
by the program being debugged. If the debugger uses a re-evaluation s heme
as outlined in se tion 7, it is essential that no attempt is made to re-evaluate
omputations that perform I/O. Only purely fun tional ode an safely be reevaluated without hanging the semanti s of the program exe ution. Obviously
the debugger should avoid attempting to determine the orre tness of the primitive I/O operations. Thirdly, the urrent transformation is not de ned over a
language with type lasses. Although there does not appear to be any intuitive
reason for diÆ ulty, the transformation does modify types in the program, and
we must be areful that su h modi ation does not interfere with the semanti s
of type lasses. Fourthly, Haskell programs are typi ally de ned over a number
of modules. We presume for the present that all modules will undergo transformation, although for eÆ ien y we would like to re ne this to a subset of modules
where possible.
Outside of the program transformation there is mu h work to be done on the
usability of the debugger. Two key aspe ts that need attention are the eÆ ient
traversal of the EDT and the presentation of data values.
The number of nodes in the EDT orresponds roughly to the duration of the
omputation. In order to lo ate program bugs in a reasonable amount of time,
the debugger should try to minimise the number of nodes that must be visited.
A simple depth- rst sear h of the EDT will be impra ti al for many programs,
and so ertain sear h heuristi s are required.
One ommonly ited problem with de larative debugging tools is that they
require the user to reason about the orre tness of fun tion appli ations with
arguments or results that an be large and or omplex. The ora le an assist
the determination of orre tness by redu ing the amount of information that
the user must initially onsume. Certainly for large stru tured data values a
browsing fa ility is required. Further improvements are possible if the ora le is
aware of the type s hemes for fun tions in the program. For example, onsider the
fun tion length :: [a ℄!Int , whi h omputes the length of a list. The traditional
approa h to presenting an appli ation of list is something like:
length ["Fat", "rat", "sat", "flat"℄ => 4, Is this orre t?

and
length [[1,2,3℄, [3,2,1℄, [℄, [12℄℄ => 4, Is this orre t?

Given that length is polymorphi in the elements of the list, it should be possible
to determine its orre tness irrespe tive of the a tual values in the list, so the
ora le ould simplify both of these questions to the one:

length [e1, e2, e3, e4℄ => 4, Is this orre t?

Generalising questions in this way may also help to redu e the total number of
questions asked, sin e many instan es of a question fold into one, and the ora le
may remember some of the questions it has asked previously, and thus avoid
repeating them again. In situations where the generalised form of the question
is diÆ ult to answer the user may request that the ora le provide one with the
values further instantiated.
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Related work

This paper stems from earlier resear h by Naish and Barbour [7℄ (see also
Naish [6℄). In re ent work [14℄, a prototype de larative debugger for Haskell was
implemented. Only a subset of the language was supported, the most notable
omission being arbitrary higher-order ode. An attempt to support higher-order
ode and urried fun tion de nitions based on a type-dire ted program spe ialisation was proposed in [16℄. Unfortunately the spe ialisation intera ts badly
with polymorphi re ursion and separate ompilation. The prohibitive spa e
onsumption of the EDT was onsidered in [7℄ and also [14℄, and the basi idea
for solving the problem was also formulated in those papers. However, it is not
until now that an implementation has been a hieved.
A transformational approa h to debugging wrong answers in Fun tional Logi
Programs is des ribed by Caballero and Rodrguez-Artalejo [1℄. A family of intermediate fun tions are introdu ed for ea h potential partial appli ation of every
fun tion de ned in the program. This solves a long standing problem in transformational approa hes to de larative debugging of languages that allow urried
fun tions, as outlined in [7℄. Our present treatment of partial appli ations is inspired by this te hnique. We extend their work in two ways. First, they require
n 1 intermediate fun tions for every fun tion of arity n and m 2 intermediate fun tions for every onstru tor of arity m. We only require k intermediate
fun tions where k is the maximum arity of all fun tions in the program. In general, our approa h will require signi antly less intermediate fun tions and thus
redu e the size of the transformed ode. Se ond, our transformation en odes
the representation of partial appli ations with strings, whereas they require the
names of fun tions to be provided by the runtime environment. Their transformation is des ribed for a very simple fun tional language and their debugging
te hnique is based on the traversal of a tree akin to an EDT. They do not
mention the problem of spa e onsumed by the full onstru tion of this tree.
Another de larative debugging s heme based on program transformation
is des ribed by Sparud [18, 19℄. The transformation supports limited forms of
higher-order programming and urried appli ations. Type lasses are used for
the rei ation of values, although the diÆ ulties with this approa h that we
outlined in se tion 3 still apply.
Rather than generating the EDT by program transformation, Nilsson [8, 10℄
uses an instrumented runtime environment that onstru ts the tree as a sidee e t of omputation. The advantage of this approa h is that it allows for greater

ontrol over, and a ess to, the runtime representation of values. A te hnique
alled pie emeal tra ing [9℄ is employed to onstrain the memory onsumed by
the EDT. The idea is to pla e an upper limit on the size of memory o upied
by the EDT. Initially, only a partial tree is reated. Debugging an pro eed on
the partial tree and may result in the identi ation of a bug. However, if the
fringe of the tree is en ountered and the maximum amount of memory is used,
the program is re-evaluated from the beginning and a new EDT is reated su h
that some nodes are dis arded (or not reated) to provide spa e to expand the
tree. The disadvantage of this approa h is the omplexity of implementation. A
whole new ompiler for a large subset of Haskell ( alled Freya) was reated for
the purposes of providing the ne essary instrumented runtime environment. Our
motivation for employing program transformation was to simplify the implementation of the debugger and to take advantage of existing ompiler te hnology.
A general framework for tra ing, debugging and observing lazy fun tional
omputations based on redu tion histories (or Redex Trails ) has been proposed
by Run iman et al [21, 20℄. The trails re ord a ri h amount of information about
a omputation and various post-pro essing tools have been developed to view the
information in di erent ways, in luding de larative debugging [23℄. The produ tion of trails is based on a program transformation. The urrent implementation
works with the nh 98 Haskell ompiler6 , and supports almost all of Haskell 98.
The main ost of re ording Redex Trails is the spa e required to store the trail,
the size of whi h being proportionate to the duration of the omputation. To
ope with the large spa e requirement, the trail is serialised and written to le
rather than being maintained in main memory.
A means for displaying the evaluation of expressions in a running Haskell program is provided by HOOD7 [3℄. A type lass is used to implement an overloaded
fun tion alled observe. This fun tion has the type of the identity fun tion, and
so it an freely be inserted into any expression without hanging the type of
the program. Calls to observe ause the redu tion steps for an expression to be
logged as a side-e e t. The log faithfully re e ts the partial evaluation of data.
It an apture the evaluation of fun tions, whi h are represented extensionally
as sets of input and output values. One advantage of HOOD is that it is easily ombined into an existing program and it only relies on a few ommonly
implemented extensions to Haskell.
Detailed omparisons of HOOD, Freya and HAT are do umented by Chitil et
al [2℄. The experiments that were used to evaluate the three systems avoided ex-

tensive use of higher-order fun tions, su h as ontinuation passing style, higherorder ombinators and monads. Easing the diÆ ulty of debugging higher-order
programs is an important area of future resear h.

6
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Con lusion

We have presented a program transformation for the de larative debugging of
lazy fun tional programming languages, using a subset of Haskell as an example. The main improvements of our debugger over previous work are portable
support for higher-order fun tions and onservative use of memory. Not all of
the debugger an be implemented in the sour e language. We require the implementation of a primitive to generate meta-representations of values from a
omputation that respe ts lazy evaluation. The portability of the debugger is
dependent on the availability of this primitive a ross language implementations.
We also require a further primitive for re-evaluation of sub-expressions, however,
thorough exposition of this is left for future work. Mu h of the omplexity in the
transformation is due to the presen e of higher order values and polymorphism,
whi h together make it diÆ ult determine whether appli ations are partial or
saturated. Partial appli ations (higher order values) are en oded, and allo ated
a spe ial empty node in the tree whi h gives a semanti s for the program. We
believe that debugging is an important area of resear h for the lazy fun tional
programming ommunity and that de larative debugging is an attra tive te hnique. Currently we have a prototype of our system whi h works with the Hugs
Haskell interpreter. S aling this debugging te hnology to real programs is an
interesting hallenge.
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A Transformation of map
The original de nition:

map :: (a ! b ) ! [a ℄
map =  f l : ase l of

!

[b ℄

[℄ ! [℄
(h : t ) ! (f h ) : map f t

The transformed de nition:

map :: F a b ! [a ℄ ! ([b ℄; EDT )
map
=  f l : let
edt = EDT \map" [reify f ; reify l ℄ (reify v1 ) [t1 ℄
(v1 ; t1 )
= ase l of
[ ℄ ! ([ ℄; Lo al [ ℄)
(h : t ) ! let
(v2 ; t2 ) = map f t
(v1 ; t1 ) = apply f h
in
(v1 ; edt )

in
((v1 : v2 ); Lo al [t1 ; t2 ℄)

